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Abstract 
Surfactants are ubiquitous, being important commodity chemicals with wide industrial applications, and 
essential components of living organisms. By generating stimuli responsive surfactants self-assembly and 
physicochemical properties of a wide variety of materials may be readily manipulated, both reversibly and 
irreversibly. Until recently magnetically-responsive surfactants had not been reported. This review reports the 
recent progress in magnetoresponsive surfactants, covering control or interfaces and bulk solution properties. 
The use of these magneto-surfactants as novel molecular magnets is also investigated as well as looking forward 
to potential applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Surfactants adsorb preferentially at interfaces and decrease the surface or interfacial tension between bulk 
media: the term surfactant is a portmanteau of “surface active agent”. The molecules adsorb as they are 
amphiphilic – that is, they have one part containing a solvophobic “tail” and another containing a solvophilic 
“head”. For this reason they are employed extensively as detergents, wetting agents and emulsifiers, and for 
enhancing the solubilization of a variety of chemical species either by dissociating aggregates or unfolding 
proteins [1, 2]. In addition, they also generate self-assembly structures in solution over nanometer to micron 
length scales such as micelles, microemulsions, emulsions and liquid crystals, affecting physicochemical and 
optoelectronic properties [3]. The ability to tune self-assembly in a predictive way introduces the concept of 
compartmentalization and structuring for control in phase-transfer catalysis [4]. 
Conventionally, self-assembly is manipulated either by varying pH or ionic strength, leading to irreversible 
changes in system composition, structure, or phase behavior, or by varying temperature, requiring significant 
energy input. A more sophisticated approach is to use external stimuli to activate reversible changes in 
molecular structures with responsive surfactants [5]. This has been achieved through sensitivity towards 
changes in CO2 levels [6], light [7], enzymes [8] and electrical potential (redox) [9]. Interestingly, many of the 
redox-active surfactants would also be expected to be paramagnetic. For example, Ru-based polyoxometalate 
(POM) surfactants convert between low-spin d6 and high-spin d5 through electrochemical activity [10], and 
oxidized ferrocenyl-based surfactants contain high spin d6 paramagnetic centres [11]. Similarly, 
metallosurfactants containing d- or f- block metals as integral structural components had also received attention 
as a means of facilitating catalytic activity at interfaces and templating mesoporous materials [12]. However, in 
all cases their intrinsic magnetic sensitivity was largely overlooked. Recently, while investigating magnetic 
ionic liquid surfactants (MILSs) [13] it was noticed that even dilute aqueous solutions retained a magnetic 
response and that now surface tension could be modulated in a magnetic field [14, 15]. This discovery adds to 
the armory of responsive stimuli allowing for surfactant properties to be controlled simply by the switching 
“on” and “off” of a magnetic field. This review looks at three classes of magnetic surfactants, i) ionic 
surfactants whereby an electrostatic interaction exists between the metal counterion and surfactant head group, 
ii) coordinating surfactants, where the metal ion is chelated to the surfactant head group, and iii) covalently 
bound surfactants, where the metal is covalently bound to the surfactant head group, and also explores the 
potential of iv) purely organic magnetic surfactants formed from radicals. The origin of magnetism in these 
systems is considered, as well as exciting recent applications of these intriguing surfactants.  
 
2. Magnetic ionic liquid surfactants – Class 1 
Ionic liquids (ILs) are routinely considered to be salts with a melting point below and arbitrary 100 oC [16]. 
Though, a more accurate definition might be to call them molten salts containing organic moieties. They exhibit 
interesting properties such as low vapour pressures, high thermal stability, large electrochemical windows, and 
have unique solvent properties which are proving useful for many separation processes [16]. ILs containing 
transition metals had been known for some time [17, 18] but it had always been assumed that the metallic 
centers were isolated, lacking long-range interactions and communication necessary to be magnetically active 
[19]. Hayashi et al. reported in 2004 that 1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazolium tetrachloroferrate, [bmim][FeCl4] did 
in fact exhibit magnetic properties under the application of a small magnet (0.55 Tesla) [20]. Subsequently, 
after experimental confirmation that [emim][FeCl4] showed 3-dimensional ordering below 4K, magnetic 
interactions were reconsidered [21]. More recently, García-Saiz et al. showed that superexchange coupling 
could occur via two diamagnetic intermediaries [19]. 
In the past 10 years a large variety of magnetic ionic liquids (MILs) have been generated with iron, cobalt and 
gadolinium containing anions [22]. The interest arises from the fact that they are molecular liquids, rather than 
typical ferrofluids which comprise magnetic colloidal particles (≥10 nm) dispersed in a carrier fluid [23]. The 
nanoparticle-free MILs are themselves paramagnetic and have opened up many new research areas of interest 
including fluid-fluid separations and chemical reactions [24].  Because MILs are non-volatile they offer 
advantages over conventional ferrofluids which often employ flammable organic solvents. 
By increasing the alkyl chain length of the imidazolium moeity to C10, it was demonstrated that the ionic liquid 
1-methyl-trimethylimidazolium tetrachloroferrate (C10mimF) is surface active to generate a magnetic ionic 
liquid surfactant (MILS) [14, 15]. The authors then made more MILSs through the metathesis of common 
cationic surfactants with ferric chloride. Interestingly, at the air-water interface, in the absence of an applied 
magnetic field, the magnetoresponsive surfactants are more effective than a magnetically inert analogue (Figure 
1), showing greater surface tension (γ) reduction of water for the same concentration. On placing a magnet (0.4 
T) close to the aqueous solutions the magnetoresponsive surfactant reduces γ even further.  
 
Figure 1: Response of liquid droplets to the field from a 0.4 T NdFeB magnet. [C10mimCl] and [C10mimF] =20 
wt % [14].  
For surfactants based on Ho and Gd even greater responses were observed, though now the compounds were no 
longer ionic liquid in nature [15]. It should be noted that these measurements were not quantitative. The pendant 
drop method used by the authors estimates the surface tensions from the Young-Laplace equation [25]: 
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where ΔP is the pressure difference across the fluid interface, and R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature. Here, the 
equilibrium drop shape is a result of competition between gravity, which tends to detach the drop and surface 
tension which keeps the drop connected to the tip. The magnetic field is responsible for an extra force, acting on 
and deforming the drop, and increases as a function of the fraction of magnetic material. For conventional 
ferrofluids estimates of γ in a magnetic field have been achieved by modification of the aforementioned 
equation with those of Maxwell [26]. For the case of the MILSs in aqueous solution, further studies are 
required. 
Degen et al. recently used X-ray reflectivity (XRR) to provide insights into Fe accumulation at the interface for 
a 1-dodecyltrimethylammonium trichloromonobromoferrate (DTAF) [27]. They reported an extremely small 
layer thickness, as is typical of conventional surfactants, and suggested that this was not enough for 
paramagnetic response to occur from just surface iron ions. Without doubt, bulk material plays a role in the 
“apparent surface tension” reduction of these materials, however, there was no report on interfacial structuring 
under the influence of a magnetic field. In particular dissociation effects of the cation-anion pairs must be 
considered. If the Fe ions are pulled from the bulk to the surface due to the magnetic force then a percentage of 
surfactant anion should be expected to be pulled along to retain electrostatic neutrality. This should not be 
underestimated, as throughout this review it will hopefully become clear that, even though the mechanism is 
poorly understood, even very low levels of surfactant, all of which are adsorbed at an interface (e.g. graphene-
water, protein-water, etc.), can elicit dramatic responses in magnetic fields without the need for bulk material. 
This may also be the case for the surfactant iron chloride mixtures the authors studied too, as, perhaps 
unexpectedly, ferric ions interact even with non-ionic surfactants such as Brij making them magnetic [28]. The 
important distinction is that the MILSs consist of a one component systems and also may allow for new 
extraction techniques as, for example, it may be possible to undertake a reaction in a surfactant mesophase and 
then concentrate the solution ready for extraction in an magnetic ionic liquid phase in a way not available to 
simple surfactant + FeCl3 mixtures. 
 
2.1 Structuring of MILSs and magnetic properties 
It was demonstrated that these new MILSs behaved like conventional surfactants in that they form micelles and 
various lyotropic mesophases above a critical micelle concentration (cmc) [14, 15]. It was attempted to measure 
the cmc as a function of effective magnetic moment (determined by vibrating sample magnetometer) for a 
holmium based surfactant [15]. It was hypothesized that this may look similar to a conductivity versus 
concentration plot [29], where a change in the gradient may be observed at the cmc due to the partitioning of 
metal centres near each other once aggregation occurs. The cmc was determined by electrical conductivity and 
corroborated by SANS (both 31 mM). The corrected magnetization graphs for all concentrations showed 
straight lines with no sign of hysteresis (Figure 2). The most probable reason that no transition was observable is 
that the magnetic counterions in these systems are weakly dissociated around the micelles and also due to 
thermal fluctuations.  
 
Figure 2: The relationship between the mean effective magnetic moment μeff and the concentration of magnetic 
surfactant 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium tetrachlorogadolinate (C10mimH) [15]. Reprinted with permission 
from Langmuir, 2013, 29 (10), 3246-3251. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
This is in complete contrast to some water-in-oil microemulsions (inverse micelles) that were studied, where, 
although dissociated, the counterions are partitioned into the small volume of the aqueous droplets and are in 
close proximity to one another [30]. The authors demonstrated that the Ho-based microemulsions were 
ferromagnetic below 75 K but superparamagnetic above that temperature, which was in contrast to the magnetic 
phase behavior of the pure surfactant (paramagnetic down to 5 K). This may be compared to magnetite 
nanoparticle-based Pickering emulsions [31]. In this case dry samples were ferromagnetic but colloidal samples 
were superparamagnetic. One explanation could be that there is a magnetization reorientation barrier due to 
magnetic anisotropy, whereby random fluctuations are suppressed. For magnetic nanoparticles a contribution 
from both the bulk material (magnetocrystalline anisotropy) and the surface anisotropy is observed. However on 
reducing the domain size on the formation of microemulsions (typically n = 75–150) or micelles (n 20) the 
magnetic moments of the clusters become sensitive to thermal fluctuations, with individual atomic moments 
maintaining their ordered state relative to each other (high domain alignment) as only surface anisotropy is 
displayed. These systems may now provide an intermediate between MNPs and molecular magnets [32].  
At this point it is interesting to compare work completed by Gadzielski et al. who generated magnetic IL-in-oil 
microemulsions [33]. The authors demonstrated a macroscopic effect (pulling the bulk material along a field 
gradient), though control of individual nanodomains was not reported. Hatton et al. used SANS in a magnetic 
field (1.6 T) to ascertain if such control was possible [34, c.f. Supporting Information]. Almost no variation 
between the profiles was detected due to the effect of a magnetic field (Figure 3), though the difference was 
actually measurable and within error. A subtraction of the 0 T data from the 1.6 T data exemplifies this. The 
small difference may be a result of the ionic liquid effect but could potentially just be a result of changes in 
molecular bonding and van der Waals interactions in such a high field. There is perhaps justification to repeat 
these experiments at cryogenic temperatures where thermal fluctuations (kBT) are small and also to investigate 
transition temperatures and other magnetic behavior using a range of techniques from polarized neutrons to AC 
and DC SQUID magnetometry. In this respect they stand as ideal model systems to investigate magnetic 
response of MILSs in soft matter systems.  
 
 Figure 3: SANS profiles of magnetic microemulsion in the absence of a magnetic field (blue squares) and in 
the presence of a 1.6 T homogeneous magnetic field (red squares).Error bars smaller than plot symbol; (inset) 
The subtraction of the SANS profile at 0 T from the profile taken in a field of 1.6 T. Error bars represent 
standard deviations derived from neutron counts [34]. Reprinted with permission from Langmuir, 2014, 30 (15), 
4267-4272. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
 
2.2 Control of Emulsions 
Like microemulsions, emulsions are mixtures of two or more immiscible liquids stabilized by interfacial 
adsorption of surfactants or particles [34]. Unlike microemulsions, emulsions are not thermodynamically stable 
but they usually require a much lower mass fraction of surfactant for generation [34]. As such they are essential 
components in many processes and products, such as pharmaceutical, agrochemical formulations, paints, oil 
recovery and foods [34]. Previously, magneto-responsive emulsions had only been realized with Pickering 
emulsions, stabilized by pre-synthesized magnetic nanoparticles, and this limits scale-up applications [36]. By 
employing Gd- and Fe-based magnetic surfactants the authors could generate emulsions using brine and 
commercial lubricant oil, demonstrating how they may be prepared and implemented for practical applications 
[37]. Emulsions could be “levitated” through the air using strong magnets and also were prepared to “flow” 
through a tube under the influence of a 0.37 T magnet. It has been reported that a magnetic field strength of 0.2-
0.7 T is needed to efficiently capture particles and control emulsions flowing in blood vessels, indicating the 
suitability of these systems for nanomedical applications (Figure 4). Such emulsions may also function as 
treatment fluids for use in a variety of subterranean operations for increasing viscosity or temporarily separating 
different portions of fluid systems [38]. 
 
Figure 4: Effect of a magnetic field (0.37 T) on a DTAG based emulsion droplet (dyed with methylene blue for 
visualization) in a dodecane background. DTAG (50 wt%) oil (dodecane, 10 wt%). The droplet is pulled against 
gravity and viscosity of the dodecane fluid (picture 1–4). Once the magnet is removed (picture 5) gravity causes 
the droplet to flow back down the tube. Reproduced from Ref. [37] with permission from The Royal Society of 
Chemistry. 
 
2.3 Control and Manipulation of Biomolecules 
In the field of biotechnology, the effective control over the transport and delivery of biomolecules is still a 
major challenge but is vital for protein separations [39], the regulation of gene suppression and targeted drug 
delivery [40]. Again, heterogeneous dispersions of magnetic nanoparticles have provided most of the solutions 
and been used with some success [41, 42]. However, there are often many drawbacks to their efficient 
employment such as bioreactivity, toxicity, and sedimentation [43]. In addition the synthesis of ultrafine 
particles can also be challenging and the ensuing interactions between the particle surface and the biomolecules 
may disrupt native form and function. Using magnetic surfactants could offer significant advantages in this 
respect, due to facile synthesis, effective binding and good dispersibility in solution.  
DNA readily binds to cationic surfactants and leads to effective compaction. This is crucial for gene therapy and 
protecting DNA from nuclease and allowing endocytosis. It has been demonstrated that magnetic surfactants 
based on Gd, Ho, and Fe anions and a dodecyltrimethylammonium cation (DTAG, DTAH, DTAF respectively) 
could compact herring sperm DNA to a greater extent than the non-magnetic analogues without disrupting 
helical structure (Figure 5) [44]. Importantly, it was shown shown that low strength magnetic fields could be 
applied to induce aggregation and concentrate DNA in very dilute solutions (150 μM DNA, 50 μM DTAG).  
The fact that the surfactants exhibit a magnetic response at such low concentrations is fundamentally important. 
It is an interesting question as to whether the assembly of surfactant at the biomolecule/water interface is what 
causes the remarkable response, in a similar fashion to microemulsion systems described above. 
Using atomic force microscopy (AFM) Xu et al. demonstrated that not only do DNA-magnetic surfactant 
complexes migrate in a magnetic field but that compaction also occurs (Figure 5) [45]. After 48 hours they saw 
an 80% reduction in size simply by the presence of a magnetic field. The novelty of their work is that they 
incorporated a light-responsive moiety into the surfactant to create the dual-responsive surfactant 4-ethoxy-4’-
(trimethyl-aminoethoxy) azobenzene trichloromonobromoferrate (azoTAFe) which then allowed for the 
reversible decompaction of the DNA on impinging the solution with UV or visible light. The authors concluded 
that the dual response of their surfactant led to greater compaction of DNA and occurred at much lower 
surfactant concentrations. 
 
Figure 5: (a) AFM image of stretched DNA/azoTAFe complex coexisting with 0.01 mmol L–1 azoTAFe 
micelles without a magnet; (b) Coexisting coil-globular state of DNA with 0.01 mmol L–1 azoTAFe after the 
introduction of a magnet (0.25 T) for 24 h; (c) Completely globular compacted DNA with 0.01 mmol L–1 
azoTAFe after being in a magnetic field for 48 h. Scale bar is equal to 100 nm [45]. Reprinted with permission 
from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, DOI: 10.1021//acsami.5b01514. Copyright 2015 American Chemical 
Society. 
 
Magnetic induced migration using surfactants has also extended to model proteins such as myglobin and green 
fluorescent protein (GFP). Although it is known that cationic surfactants can denature myglobin via strong 
binding adding DTAH below the cmc did not change the positions of the characteristic adsorption bands, 
suggesting preservation of tertiary structure. This finding formed the basis of investigations of separation and 
purification of proteins [46]. Gd based surfactants and the homopolymer poly(3-
acrylamidopropyl)trimethylammonium tetrachlorogadolinate were employed as a new family of magnetic 
nanocarriers. Conventionally, it is the corona of proteins adsorbed onto magnetic particles that act as the carrier-
cell interface and determines nanocarrier performance. However, in the case of this work it was the corona of 
the adsorbed surfactants and polymer which acted as the interface. It was demonstrated that the surfactants and 
polymers had different affinities for various proteins in a solution of fetal bovine serum (FBS) The surfactant-
protein complexes could be rapidly (5 minutes) separated from unbound proteins and cell debris resulting in 
purified proteins. Gel electrophoresis showed strong bands corresponding to proteins of 63-75 kDa, attributed to 
fetuin and other albumins (Figure 6). Fetuin enhances cell growth by facilitating cell attachment by inhibition of 
proteolytic activity. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly studied and this method of rapid purification is 
becoming of interest [47]. The authors also showed the biocompatibility of these new magnetic materials was 
almost as good as their non-magnetic analogues, and in the case of Gd(AOT)3, better.  
 
Figure 6: Bands in electrophoresis gel after silver staining. Samples numbers refer to two methods used [46]. 
Reprinted with permission from Langmuir (submitted). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 
 
We mentioned earlier some of the drawbacks of using nanoparticles but there are also many advantages. For 
example, gold nanoparticles can exhibit surface plasmon resonance [48], high specific areas, good 
biocompatibility and easy surface modification [49]. However, there is a dearth of reports pertaining to their 
targeted transport because they are diamagnetic. Attempts to alter their magnetic behavior usually involve 
preparing “core-shell” structures, which lose many of the gold nanoparticles’ unique properties and also lead to 
a loss of biocompatibility [50]. Xu et al. developed a protocol for preparing magnetic gold nanoparticles via 
one-step modification with a paramagnetic cationic surfactant [51]. The resultant magnetic particles were able 
to bind to and manipulate DNA and proteins in a low strength magnetic field while retaining the benefits of 
using colloidal gold. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning the recent study by Anderson et al. who reported the use of hydrophobic MILs 
for the rapid extraction (~60%) of double stranded DNA from aqueous solution [52] circumventing the need for 
time consuming centrifugation steps. The authors claim the extracted DNA was in sufficient quantity and 
quality for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification, which might find application for downstream 
analysis. The MILs used were not surface active and it may be of interest to consider the dual capabilities of a 
magnetic ionic liquid surfactant whereby compaction of DNA via surfactant properties is combined with 
efficient extraction due to the ionic liquid nature. Recent efforts to tune the hydrophobicity of MILSs have 
recently been reported [13, 53]. 
 
2.4 Adsorption on Inorganic Surfaces 
Graphene oxide (GO) sheets were first synthesized over a century ago and are the “liquid phase oxidation-
exfoliation product of graphite” [54]. They readily form stable colloidal dispersions in water as some of the sp2 
hybridized carbons atoms are derivatized by epoxide and phenol hydroxyl groups. Unoxidized hydrophobic 
domains do still exist turning GO into a surfactant sheet, capable of lowering interfacial energies [55]. They 
have attracted a great deal of interest over the past decade with potential in multifarious applications ranging 
spectroscopic sensors [56], battery electrodes [57], and more recently water treatment [58, 59]. The large 
surface area to mass ratio combined with unique surface properties has led to investigations into their use as 
adsorbent material for the removal of toxins from aquatic environments. However, for application realization, 
efficient recovery post-sorption is required. Covalently binding GO to magnetic nanoparticles has been 
attempted but requires high energy, complex and multistep synthetic procedures and effects adsorption capacity 
of the sheets [60, 61]. Tabor et al. used magnetic surfactants (DTAF) to bind to the GO (at pH 5.5 to ensure GO 
had a negative charge) [62]. The surfactant was reported to bind with moderate affinity, leading to significant 
flocculation. These DTAF-GO flocs could then be controlled by a magnetic field. The authors raise an 
interesting point about the binding properties of the surfactants and the nature of magnetic response. They 
consider the fractional level of counterion dissociation to be a key parameter and suggest that some 
undissociated surfactants binds to the GO and respond to the magnetic field, while other, dissociated surfactants 
retain their counterion in a diffuse layer near the surfactant-GO interface and that “by magnetic movement of 
the dissociated counterions, the surfactant-GO complex is osmotically “dragged” with them”. The authors 
demonstrated that GO could successfully be used to separate traditionally difficult-to-recover gold nanoparticles 
from water, by using nanoparticles adsorbed onto the surface. Sadly, the same experiment was not repeated 
using the magnetic surfactants but it does illuminate potentially advantageous methodologies in 
decontamination. 
Magnetic surfactants also adsorb onto other inorganic material such as silica, allowing them to be dispersed in 
organic solvents (organosols) [63]. The surfactants also cause the silica to become charged in nonpolar solvents, 
with research intensifying due to the development of electrophoretic displays, which are used to form electronic 
paper screens [64]. By using a holmium analogue of a common di-chain surfactant 
didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) it was shown that the resulting nanoparticles had 
electrophoretic mobilities three times larger than the analogous non-magnetic systems (-5.9 x 10-10 m2 V-1 s-1 
and -17.6 10-10 m2 V-1 s-1 respectively) and importantly they now also demonstrated magnetophoretic mobility. 
The authors demonstrated control of particles in a magnetic field using turbidity measurements with 
sedimentation and redispersion cycled 10 times. They also showed that gravitational sedimentation could be 
overcome with a magnetic field which would be required for any applications to be feasible. 
Stébé et al. imprinted hard mesoporous silica with magneto-responsivity by using soft colloidal templates 
formed by magnetic surfactants (Figure 7) [65]. While structuring inorganic material with surfactants is well 
established [65], this concomitant magnetization is a new concept. Such materials are of fundamental interest as 
they combine high surface area and pore volume with magnetic responsivity with potential applications in 
catalysis and separations, as well as for simultaneous MR imaging and drug delivery [66]. The authors used a 
sol-gel technique to template the silica followed by removal of the surfactant cation by exposing to an 
atmosphere of trimethylamine with moderate heating. Whereas the previously employed nanoparticulate 
approaches led to inhomogenities of the final materials [67], this surfactant method led to homogenously 
distributed magnetic ions evenly distributed in the mesopores. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data 
showed that the structure of the final materials Fe@SiO2 was preserved with no iron oxide impurities present. 
SQUID magnetometry indicated that magnetic responsiveness arose from the electronic and molecular spin, 
associated with the ordering in the resulting architectures with spin transitions occurring due the isolated iron 
ions being geometrically constrained on the silica walls.  
 
Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the synthetic pathway for magnetic mesoporous silica through a self-
assembly mechanism with cetyltrimethylammonium bromotrichloroferrate (CTAF). Reproduced from Ref. [65] 
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
.In a later paper the authors used similar templated silica supports combined with solid lipid nanoparticles to 
catalyze the degradation of methylene blue in aqueous solution by a Fenton-like reaction [68]. The resulting 
silica matrix degraded the pollutant with twelve time less iron oxide than previously reported. This provides a 
new way of considering metallosurfactants that had previously always involved the chelation of metal ions.  
 
3. Chelated surfactants – Class 2 
The first metallosurfactants were synthesized by Le Moigne et al. [69] and utilized a “macrocyclic polar head 
able to include spherical or quasi-spherical cations and a long paraffinic tail”. Since then many different 
complexing agent-metal ion combinations have been introduced [70-75]. The difference between these 
compounds and the ionic surfactants mentioned above is simply that they were coordinated with two or more 
separate sites rather by simple electrostatic interactions. In some cases up to seven donor centers can 
encapsulate the metal ions, which is particularly important for in vivo application (Figure 8) [74]. For example, 
Gd3+ is an ideal element for use as a paramagnetic contrast agent in magnetic resonance tomography (MRT), 
especially for brain tumor enhancements [76]. However, uncomplexed Gd ions are rather toxic to the body as 
they interfere with a number of calcium-ion channel dependent processes. By strongly complexing the ions, 
solubility improves and lethal doses decrease by up to two orders of magnitude, as uptake into tissue is 
prevented, allowing for renal release [77]. Though magnetic experiments have been carried out on these 
compounds they have largely been limited to spin-orientation and relaxation studies [74]. 
 
 
Figure 8: Schematic representation of a micelle formed by 7 donor amphiphilic [Gd(DOTA-C12)(H2O)]
- 
complexes [74]. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Rev., 2002, 102 (6), 2303–2345. Copyright 2002 
American Chemical Society. 
Binnemans et al. has also introduced metallolipids [74]. Unlike most surfactants, the phospholipids form 
bilayers rather than micelles due to packing parameter arguments (rather two fatty chains that cannot efficiently 
pack into micelles). At higher amphiphile concentrations mesophase formation was observed and liquid crystals 
were generated thereby earning the compounds the name metallomesegens as well [78]. Such lanthanide 
containing metallolipids were able to form liquid crystals with large magnetic anisotropy at room temperature, 
due to large crystal-field perturbation [79]. The systems they investigated were highly viscous, preventing fast 
switching but the demonstrated that by cooling at rates less than 1 oC min-1 they could achieve good alignment 
in a magnetic field going from an isotropic liquid to mesophases. At lower concentrations in aqueous solution 
metallolipid bicelles could also be aligned in a magnetic field. The bicelles were prepared from a mixture of 
long chain bilayer forming 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine, 
DMPC) and short-chain 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (dihexanoylphosphatidylcholine, DHPC 
with the bicelle geometry dependent on the molar ratio q = [DMPC]/[DHPC]. The authors reported that when 
the q ratio was reduced, the bicelle diameter is correspondingly reduced. Below a certain threshold value of the 
diameter, the bicelles are no longer able to maintain the magnetic alignment and an isotropic solution is 
observed. When 2 < q < 5, a magnetically aligned phase is readily formed. Approximate dimensions of disk-like 
bicelles used in membrane studies are 200 × 40 Å2. 
Windhab et al. have since applied magnetic fields as structuring forces on phospholipid-based vesicular systems 
using chelates covalently bound to lipids with various lanthanide metal ions, as “magnetic handles” attached to 
the vesicle membrane [80]. They used SANS in magnetic fields up to 8 T to demonstrate the critical lipid 
domain sizes required for magnetic orientation and alignment to occur. Figure 9 shows the SANS profiles for 
mixtures of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-diethylenetriaminepentaacetate (DMPE-DTPA) chelated with Thulium (Tm3+, selected 
due to large magnetic anisotropy) at a ratio of 4:1:1. The most pronounced effects occurred at lower 
temperatures (~2.5 oC) and increasing the magnetic field stepwise from 0 T to 8 T led to a gradual increase in 
anisotropy of the scattering pattern. Anisotropy was observed below 17 oC due to lipid demixing and the 
formation of ordered domains. The change in profile shape was due to an alteration in thickness (5nm to 3.5 nm, 
20%) of the membrane parallel to the magnetic field in the case of Tm3+ and perpendicular to the field with 
Dy3+.  
 
Figure 9: Effect of magnetic field strength on 2D SANS patterns and corresponding sectoral intensity average 
at 2.5 °C of vesicles consisting of POPC/DMPE-DTPA·Tm. The molar ratio of POPC:DMPE-DTPA:Tm was 
4:1:1, and total lipid concentration was 15 mM. Open circles: vertical 15° intensity average. Solid circles: 
horizontal 15° intensity average. Arrows indicate magnetic field direction [80]. Reprinted with permission from 
J. Phys. Chem. B, 2010, 114 (1), 174-186. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.  
 
These results demonstrate the importance of domain size and anisotropy effect suggesting that magnetic 
surfactant micelles may not orientate themselves in a magnetic field but their conjugates (whether with proteins, 
inorganic material, etc.) might. 
More recently, Polarz and co-workers developed a surfactant based on a monoalkylated, decyl-modified 1, 4, 7, 
10-tetraazacyclododecane-1, 4, 7, 10-tetraacetic acid (C10DOTA) [81] that had been touted as a potentially 
medically important chelator [82]. The chelator was shown to behave like conventional surfactants. Dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) showed a hydrodynamic radius of the micelle at DH=3.6 nm, and lamella phases at higher 
concentrations, confirmed by small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). Then, the authors selected a Dy3+ metal 
center, due to a high magnetic moment (10.48 µB), to coordinate with the surfactant. Coordination caused the 
solubility to drop to around 0.5 mg mL-1 and become pH dependent. Furthermore, dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) showed small aggregates of a round DH= 2 nm, assumed to be micelles. On heating, growth of the 
micelles occurred with structures reaching 210 nm in size and on cooling dumbbell structures could be observed 
after a couple of days (Figure10). Similar phenomena have been reported before in literature, albeit rarely. The 
novelty here arises from the magnetic interactions, which the authors conclude, plays a crucial role, as similar 
effects were not observed for analogous non-magnetic Lu3+-based compounds. Though magnetic studies were 
not extensive the authors succeeded in demonstrating that, using magnets (< 1T – though fairly large, response 
was instantaneous), the self-assembled paramagnetic [Dy-C10DOTA] complexes may be manipulated and that 
self-organization may be driven by long-range magnetic interactions (Figure 10).  
 
Figure 10: Photographic images of a) randomly oriented [Dy-C10DOTA] tactoids in the absence of a magnetic 
field. b) Orientation takes places when a field is applied. Scale bar: 2.5 mm. c) Polarization microscopy images 
of one particle and its alignment in the direction of the magnetic field (indicated by the white arrow) present 
during the measurement. Scale bar: 100 μm. d) Chain-like tactoid structures, obtained by growth in the presence 
of a static magnetic field. Scale bar: 0.5 mm [81]. Reprinted with permission from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 
2013, 52 (51), 13665-13670. 
Surprisingly, there are a large number of metal-chelating surfactants for which the magnetic properties have 
never been studied but would likely exhibit a magnetic response [74, 83]. An especially interesting example 
includes the iron-chelating microbial surfactant, marinobactin E (ME), studied by Butler et al. [84]. This six-
amino-acid peptide amphiphile appended by palmitic acid (C16) shrinks from 4.0 nm to 2.8 nm micelles on 
coordinating with equimolar amounts of Fe(III) but undergoes a micelle to unilamellar vesicle (~200 nm) 
transition in the presence of excess Fe(III) (Figure 11).Unfortunately, no magnetic studies were carried out.   
 
Figure 11: Phase Behavior of ME as a Function of Fe(III)/ME Ratio [84]. Redrawn with permission from 
Langmuir, 2005, 21 (26), 12109-12114. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.  
 
4. Polyoxometalate Surfactants (POMS) – Class 3 
So far the review has covered ionic surfactants with metal counterions, however surfactants that contain 
multivalent d- or f-block metal ions as an integral part of the surfactant polar headgroup have also been 
reported. Initially, these surfactants were developed as a class of redox-responsive surfactants that consisted of 
transition metal oxyanion headgroups linked together by shared oxygen atoms to form clusters called 
polyoxometalates (POMs). Cronin et al. formed headgroups based on Mn-Anderson clusters functionalized with 
two alkyl chains forming vesicles in acetonitrile/water mixtures [85]. Since then work in this area has 
intensified due to potential applications ranging from catalysis and energy storage to medicine and magnetic 
materials [86]. The use of POMs for obtaining compounds that are magnetically active is well established [87] 
with many of them being investigated as molecular-based magnets. An interesting example of their use is as 
spin quibits suitable for the design and implementation of quantum computers. Loss et al. proposed tuning the 
magnetic properties [PMo12O40(VO)2]
q- units electrochemically to provide a method for implementing spin 
quibit gates for quantum computers [88]. It is possible that POM based surfactants (POMS) might allow for 
easy templating routes or the formation of Langmuir-Blodgett films for application realization in data storage 
etc. One potential candidate could be a new Ru-based POMS, which, in 2012, demonstrated reversible redox-
responsivity, caused by electrochemical activity converting the Ru-metal centre between non-magnetic low-spin 
d6 and magnetic high-spin d5 configurations [10]. The change in magnetic properties was nicely demonstrated 
using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) but unfortunately no further investigations were reported (Figure 
12).  
 
Figure 12: (left) Reversible electrochemical switching of bimetallic Ru-POM surfactants from spherical to rod-
like micelles. (right) Electrochemical switching of the magnetic properties of the Ru-POMSURF 3 a 
investigated by EPR spectroscopy before (black) and after reduction (grey) [10]. Reprinted with permission 
from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2012, 51 (24), 5995-5999. 
 
5. Organic-based molecular magnets – Class 4 
For many years materials have been developed with a high density of radicals and spin-bearing states which 
would give rise to ferromagnetic ordering [89, 90]. However, in most cases ferromagnetism was only observed 
at cryogenic temperatures. In 2004, Zaidi et al. reported a new type of polymer, PANiCNQ, produced from 
polyaniline (PANi) and an acceptor molecule, tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ), which was air stable had a 
six interacting spins giving rise to a net spin of S=1 per monomer unit [91]. This polymer was ferromagnetic up 
to its Curie temperature of around 350 K and had an estimated maximum saturation magnetization of 0.1 JT-1kg-
1. In 2007, Saito et al. reported a much smaller 2, 2, 6, 6,-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxyl-4-sulfate (TEMPO-
OSO3) anion with S- ½ radical spin, which formed an ionic liquid when combined various imidazlium cations 
(Figure 13) [92].  
 
Figure 13: (left) Temperature dependence of the product of static susceptibility and temperature (χT) for 
[C4MI][TEMPO-OSO3] in an applied field of 1 kOe on heating process. The inset is the photographs of 
[C4MI][TEMPO-OSO3]; (right) Structure of [TEMPO-OSO3] anion and tyrpical imidazolium cation [92]. 
Reprinted with permission from Chem. Lett., 2007, 36 (9), 1096-1097. 
 
With effective magnetic moments around 1.70 µB at 70 
oC the compounds represented the first genuine organic 
paramagnetic ionic liquids. Just like the first MILSs that extended the cation chain length of metal containing 
ILs to induce surface-activity, it might be expected that the same approach could be used here to generate the 
first metal-free magnetic surfactants with potential in templating materials suitable for spin-tronics etc. 
 
6. Non-identical Magnetic Centres 
So far only ensembles of identical molecules have been investigated, be they micelles, liquid crystal phases, or 
adsorbed monolayers. However, if some kind of magnetic exchange interaction does occur between metal 
centres (below the Curie temperature), then investigating mixed surfactant systems with non-identical magnetic 
ions would be especially interesting. The role of surfactant in controlling molecular packing should have a 
particularly useful knock-on effect of altering the intermolecular magnetic interactions and overall behavior of 
the system in a way not possible via crystallization or by using conventional (non-self-aggregating) molecular 
magnets [93]. In addition gemini surfactants may be considered as novel dimeric molecular magnets with the 
ultimate conclusion being magnetic polymers similar to those introduced above.   
 
7. Conclusions 
This review has discussed the synthesis of different classes of magnetic surfactants and proposed a potential 
new class ready to be studied [90, 91]. Various proof of principle experiments have been highlighted that have 
already been demonstrated in areas of protein separations [44, 46], water treatment [62] and environmental 
clean-up [37]. Furthermore, the concept that these complexes may be considered as novel molecular magnets 
has been highlighted [10]. The review has also pointed out limitations, especially where current understanding 
is lacking and where future investigations are required. The field is rich, wide open and exciting horizons 
remain to be explored.  
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